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Abstract

We present a language for querying list-based complex

objects. The language is shown to express precisely the

polynomial-time generic list-object functions. The iteration

mechanism of the language is based on a new approach

wherein, in addition to the list over which the iteration

is performed, a second list is used to control the number

of iteration steps. During the iteration, the intermediate

results can be moved to the output list as well as re-

inserted into the list being iterated over. A simple syntactic

constraint allows the growth rate of the intermediate

results to be tightly controlled which, in turn, restricts the

expressiveness of the language to PTIME.

1 Introduction

Until the mid to late 1980’s, the theory of query

languages was predominantly developed in the context

of database models that support non-recursive data

types that can be defined from a family of basic types

via a finite number of applications of the tuple and

fin,de-set type constructors. Research during the late

1980’s and early 1990’s broadened the allowed data

types in two respects. First, and driven by the object-

oriented methodology, the pointer (i. e., reference) type

was added to accommodate e recursive data types and

object creation. Secondly, and driven by the needs of

specialized data applications [MV93], data types such

as rnzdtisets (also called bags) [GM93, LW93], Jin,ite-hsts

[GIT92, CS1-94], streams [PSV92] etc., were added.

This paper is situated in the theory of query languages

for database models that support non-recursive data
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types defined via the tuple and finite- hsttype construc-

tors. We call these types collectively the list-based comp-

lex object types (or simply lzst-object types). Observe

that the finite-set types and recursive types are not con-

sidered list-based complex object types. The main con-

tribution of this paper is the introduction of a query

language, called CP, which characterizes the class of

feasible, i.e., polynomial- time queries over arbitrary list-

based complex objects. We will first summarize resldts

concerning set-based query languages, and relate and

compare these with our results.

Theoretical issues related to set-based qua-y languages

have been investigated by several researchers (e.g.,

[AV90, AV91, CH82, CH80, Imm86, Var82]). The earli-

est significant result in this area, relevant to the research

presented in this paper, was the theorem by Immerman

[Imm86] and l-ardi [Var82] stating that the query lan-

guage FO + lfp (i.e., first-order logic augmented with

the least fixed point const rucf ) characterizes the class

of polynomial time queries over fiat, ordered relational

databases. In sharp contrast, in the case of nested rela-

tions (relations whose values may be relations in turn),

when the lfp construct is added to the nested relational

algebra, the language is equivalent to the nested alge-

bra + powerset [GV88]. Similar languages were studied

in a more general setting of set-based (non-reclu-sive)

complex objects by Abiteboul and Beeri [AB87], Ku-

per and Vardi [KV’93] and Hull and Su [HS89, HS93].

These languages were shown to express exactly all the

elementary querzes by Hull and Su [HS!31]. It has been

shown, recently, by Suciu [SUC93] that if a hounded fixed

point operator were added to the nested relational alge-

bra (as opposed to the unbounded lfp construct used in

the aforementioned papers), the result ing language ex-

presses precisely the PTINIE queries on ordered nested

relations. There have also been several interesting ef-

forts to apply functional programming paradigms, in

particular list compreh,en,s?on [Tri91], structural recti,r-

szon [BTBN91, BTBW92], and typed km,hda cdxdw,s

[HKM93] to the design of set-based query languages.



The core idea in these paradigms is to reason about

sets as terms representing duplicate-free lists or a se-

quenceof set constructions, to use structural recursion

to manipulate these terms, and to interpret these ma-

nipulations as if they were done on the actual sets. In

[IPS91a, IPS91b], Immerman, Patnaik and Stemple pre-

sent ed an elegant, functionally oriented language for

sets called SRL (the set-reduce language). This lan-

guage uses an iterative construct called set-reduce whose

traversal depends on the order of the elements in the set

(intuitively, set-reduce views the set as a duplicate free

list ). They show how different complexity classes can be

captured by introducing syntactic restrictions on SRL.

In particular, when the level of nesting of sets is re-

stricted to a maximum of one, SRL captures precisely

the PTINIE queries over ordered sets.

It is tempting to think that the techniques mentioned

above can be straightforwardly adapted to yield a list-

based language for the feasible queries. However there

are serious technical difficulties, some specifically due

to the properties of lists and others related to the

properties of complex objects. The latter difficulties are

easy to appreciate in view of the previously mentioned

results by Hull and Su etc., but can be overcome by a

straightforward restriction on the iteration construct as

shown by Suciu. The former difficulties are more subtle.

Clearly, it is unlikely that a natural adaptation of the

Immerman-Vardi approach can work for lists. The

finite convergence property for their least-fixed point

construct is guaranteed by the facts that no new atomic

values are introduced by the query language and by

the duplicate-free nature of sets. It is obviously this

second fact which does not extend to the list setting.

(In this regard, the for-loop relational algebra [Cha81],

which also characterizes the polynomial queries over

ordered flat relations, is a much better candidate for

adaptation to list query languages. ) Even though the

functional query language approaches present elegant

platforms, difficulties still arise. These difficulties are

evident in the SRL language of Immerman, Patnaik

and Stemple. .4s mentioned earlier, when the level

of nesting of sets is restricted to a maximum of one,

SRL captures precisely the PTIME queries. However,

without that restriction, SRL’S expressive power grows

beyond exponential (this is the difficulty consistent with

the Hu1l-SU result). However, far more important to

this paper is that if SRL is considered in the context

of list-types, in particular by allowing duplicates and

replacing the set-reduce operator by the corresponding

list-reduce operator, SRL climbs in expressive power

from PTIIvIE to the expressive power of the prmzztwe

recurswe funckhons over lists.

We, therefore, believe that the key to designing a

PTIME expressive language in the list-based complex

object setting is to have a tightly controlled recursion

or iteration scheme. The iteration mechanisms in the

aforementioned languages such as lfp, set-reduce and

structural recursion are either unsuitable or too powm--

ful for this setting. The LP language introduced in this

paper for list-based complex objects contains a funda-

mentally different iteration mechanism. The central fea-

ture of the language is the list traversal operator which

may be described as a (repeated) filter–map operator

since it applies functions to selected elements during

the traversal. Unlike the typical map operation, this

list traversal operator takes two lists as inputs, where

the sequential iteration takes place over one list while

global selections are performed on the second. Partial

results can be re-inserted into the list being traversed.

The convergence of the list traversal operator is (essen-

tially) guaranteed by limiting re-selection and by pro-

gressive traversal steps. The expressiveness is limited

by using a simple syntactic constraint to tightly control

the growth rate of intermediate results that can be re-

cursed over. In fact, this language expresses precisely

the (generic) PTIME queries over list-based complex ob-

jects. In particular, the language does not require any

restrictions on the height of the complex objects. Inter-

estingly, extending the type system to recursive t yp es,

which allow objects to have arbitrarily deep nesting, in-

creases the complexity of the language beyond PTIME.

This behavior is consistent with the results by Hull and

SU[HS93] that show that the power of various complex

object languages increases from the elementary queries

to computable queries when the underlying (set-based)

types yst em is extended from non-recursive to recursive.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we establish some preliminaries regarding

list-object types and the class of computations on

these objects that is relevant to our study. Section 3

contains the description of the CP language. In

Section 4, we give sketches of proofs showing that LP

expresses precisely the PTIivIE queries (full details are

in [CSV93] ). Examples showing that the complexity is

sharply increased either by permitting high growth rates

of intermediate data objects involved in the recursion

step or by allowing recursive types are presented in

Section 5.

2 List-object types and functions

We first define list-object types and their corresponding

domains. These types are formed from a basic type and

repeated applications of tuple and list type constructors.

It is important to note that our list types only support
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homogeneous lists, i.e., lists whose elements are all of

the same type. We then define list-object functions.

We will be interested in list-object functions that are

computable and generic.

2.1 Types and Domains

List-object types have much in common with the non-

recurswe complex object types studied by Abiteboul

and Beeri [AB87], and Hull and Su [HS93]. The domain

elements of a non-recursive complex object type all have

a bounded nesting depth of tuple and set constructions.

List-object types are essentially non-recursive complex

object types wherein the set-constructor is replaced by

the list-constructor.

Let U be an enumerable set of constants. Let Dom(a)

denote the set of domain elements of type a. The set

of list-oh ject types ‘7_ and Dorn are defined recursively

from the basic type l?, and tuple and list constructors

as follows:

1. B E Tand Dorn(B) = U;

2. If fil,..., o~ ~ ‘T, n 2 0, then [al,..., a~] c ‘T and

Dorn([ol,..., cln]) = {[to,..., tn] I v i (1 < ~ < ~ *

tt E Darn)};

3. If a c 7_then (a) = ‘Tand Dorn((a)) = {(to,...,t~)I

(k> O) AVi(l<i <k+t; G~om(a))}.

A list-object database schema is a sequence < al, . . . . an >,

n, ~ 1 where at c r for each i, 1 < i < n. A list-object

database mstantce of a schema S=< al, . . . . an > is a se-

quence < il, . . ..im > where Vi, 1< i < n, i c Dom(ai).

The set of all instances of a schema S is denoted inst(S).

2.2 List-object functions

Let S be a database schema and let a be a list-object

type. A kst-oh~ect

j: Sda, isa

Dom(o).

JVe are interested

generw and Tur@

functzon f from S to a, denoted

(partial) function from inst(S) to

in list-object functions that are

computable.

● Genericity is invariance under permutation. A

permutation $ in U is extended to tuples and lists in

the natural way. A list-object function f is generzc

if for all d and extended 24 permutations @, either

f(~l(d)) = ~!(j(d)), or both j(~~(d)) and ~(d) are

undefined.

● The definition of Turing computability requires

an encoding function p from U to {O, 1}*. We

assume that our Turing machines have alphabets

that include O and 1. We can define p* to be

the natural extension of lL to list-object database

instances (see [HS93]). We say that the Turing

machine 114 compuks f, relative to p, if for every

d for which f(d) is defined, A4 halts on input p“ (d)

with output p“ (j(d)).

Furthermore, if there exists a polynomial p such that,

for each input d for which ~(d) is defined, &f runs within

time p(l~” (d) l), then f is a polynomial-time (PTIME)

generic list-object function.

3 The ,CP language

In this section, we describe the 1P language. Expres-

sions in 1P correspond to list-object functions. In fact,

in Section 4 we will show that the class of list-object

functions captured by LP is the class of polynomial-

time generic list-object functions. JVe begin with the

syntax of the language, followed by the semantics. We

then show how several interesting computations can be

expressed in this language.

3.1 Syntax

We will assume that for each a E ‘7_ there is an

infinite enumerable set of a-typed variables {.x?, z;, . . . }
Expressions in the ,CP language are built from the

following constructs:

1. Varzables:

If za is a variable (of ‘ ‘ - “ “

pression of type a.

2. Boolean constructs:

(a)

(b)

(c)

If /1 and tz are .CP

type aj men x- 1s an LP ex-

expressions of the same type

then /1 = F2 and PI # lZ are LP expressions of

type boolean. 1

If a and b are LP expressions of type boolean then

soare~a, aAbanda Vb.

If c is an ,CP expression of type boolean and

t?l and t’z are LP expressions of type a, then

if c then tl else f?2 is an Cp expression of type

a.

1We can represent boolean elements by elements of the type

([1), for example t~e by ([1) and false by O
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3. Tuple constructs:

(a) If t?l, .. ..l?n are CP expressions of type al, . . ..an.

n > 0, then m,ktup(P1, . ..n)n) is an LP expression

of type [crl, . ..>a!n 1
(b) If/is aZPexpression oftype[al,..., an], n~O,

and i such that 1 < i < n, then ni(l) is an ,CP

expression of type ~i.

4. Lzst constructs:

(a)

(b)

(c)

If a is some type then () o is an CP expression of

type (0).2

If P is an CP expression of type (a) then j’irst(i?)

is an CP expression of type a and rest(l) is an LP

expression of type (a).

If fl is an LP expression of type Q and I?2 is an LP

expression of type (o) then cons(ll, .42) is an LP

expression of type (a).

5.

—

We will call the LP expressions which can be defined

from rules in items 1 through 4 only, the list–trav-

free LP expressions. We are now ready to define our

final syntax rule.

Iteration construct

First, we need the concept of a lambda LP expres-

sion. If P is a CP expression of type a and the free

variables in f are a subset of {x~l, . . . . x~~}, then

~(x~’ , ...,x~~) f is a lambda ZP expression of type

a.

Let atr.u, and a~.tput be types. Let ~s and ~G be Cp

expressions of types (as) and (~G ), respectively. Let

c, r, ~’, p and S be lambda expressions as described

below.

(aG), J@
c is of the form A(XaS, w ~, ) condition, and

of type boolemn,

(aG), u,@
T is of the form A(~OS, UJL ) e,r.~e and of

type atPU,,

k’ is of the form ~(.~~s, y(~~rvel ) eoUiPU, and of type

(ffoutput),

p is of the form ~(.z”s, yf”*”Uej) erecur~e and of tYPe

(as), and

d is of the form ,4(~aS, Z(aGl ) edefault and of type

(%utput).

Let, ~ and p I>e /ist–trav-free .CP expressions. Then,

list–trav ., T,U,P,~ (/s, f?G) k an ~P expression of tyf)e

(%utput).

2We will drop the type superscripts when the meaning is clear.

3.2 Semantics

The ,CP language essentially consists of expressions that

can be built from the list and tuple manipulation con-

structs first, rest, cons, rr, mldup, boolean constructs,

and the list iteration construct Iist-trav. From a given

list, the function first retrieves the first element, and

the function rest, the list consisting of all but the first

element. The cons function inserts elements at the be-

ginning of a list. The tuple functions ~ and m ktup are

used for accessing a given field of a tuple and construct-

ing a tuple, respectively.

The Iist–trav function is the basic iterative construct

for traversing lists. It takes two lists, say 1s and t~, as

inputs. The list /s is traversed in a sequential fashion

(hence “S” ) where only the first element, of the list, is

involved in the computation at a particular step of the

iteration. .41s0, new elements may be prepended to /s

during the computation. The computation terminates

when /s becomes an empty list. The list, /G, on the

the other hand, is examined globally (hence “G”) at

each step and the list may be modified only by deleting

elements.

The list–trav construct has five parameters - a condi-

tion c, and four transformation functions T, u’, p, and

6 which determine the actions performed by list–trm;.

These “behavior” parameters are mnemonically named

according to the first letters of their descriptions: ~ for

true, w for output, p for recurse, and d for default. lTe

first give the motivation behind the development of the

list–trav construct, before describing the actual seman-

tics.

Iteration or recursion schemas may be very broadly

classified into two categories. The first category consists

of simple map type of iteration methods which apply a

certain computation, say f, to each element in the list,

the results of which are accumulated in the result list.

This type of recursion is not powerful enough to express

many PTIME computations such as transitive closure.

The second category contains more general recursion

schemes that allow the result of an application of ~ to

be available for further computation. The least fixed

point construct, set-reduce and structural recursion are

all examples of this type of recursion. As mentioned

earlier, the fixed point construct does not lend itself

naturally to a setting in which duplicates are allowed. In

the case of set-reduce and structural recursion, the type

of computation, f, performed within the recursion has

to be tightly controlled, when the recursion is performed

in a list-based setting in order to prevent exponential

blow-up of the size of the intermediate results. The most
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obvious culprit is any sort of doubling function such as

A(z) appen,d(z, x). When ~ involves such a function,

the complexity of the results can grow to exponential.

Our strategy has been to separate the two types of

recursion by using different parameters in the list–t rav

construct so that one can place restrictions on the

parameters involving the second type of (more general)

recursion to control the types of computations that can

be performed within the recursion. The parameters w

and d are used in performing the first type of recursion

in which the result of each application of u or 6 is

simply accumulated in the result list. The parameter

p provides the more general recursion capability since

its result is re-insert ed into the list being iterated over.

The restriction that list–trav cannot be used recursively

in the parameters involved in the more general recursion

limits the expressiveness of the language to PTIME

queries.

Being able to re-insert and iterate over intermediate re-

sults provides the more general recursion capability but

requires an explicit, way to guarantee termination. This

is because, unlike a set, a list can grow indefinitely when

the same set of elements are adde~ to it repeatedly. Ter-

mination is achieved by using a second input list from

which elements can be delete-d but not inserted and by

reducing the size of at least one of the two lists at every

step.

The operation of list-trav can he explained by a

procedural description. This “program” uses typical

imperative language constructs and functions length,

con,cat, and righ,tinsert, such that con,cat(~l, /2 ) is the

concatenation of ?1 and tz (which obviously must be

lists of the same type) and rigMirzsert(/, e) returns

the list 1 with the single element e added to the right

end. For example, rightinsert((a, b), c) = (a, b, c) and

rightinsert((), ()) = (()). Note that the programming

constructs and auxiliary functions are ~ part of ,CP but

are used only to explain the operation of list–trav.

lis-travc,r, d, ~, J(ls, lG) 1

if & = () then 2

return () 3

else 4

$ i- first(ls) 5

y-+() I*

n,ewk~ + () /*

left and ~ight parts */

accumulates values passed 7

to p and u */

accumulates values passed 8

to recursive list–trav */ ,

for i + 1 to iength(/G) do 9

if C(Z> WL, WR) then 10

~ - r~ght~nsert(?J, ~(~, ~L, WR)) 11

else 12

new& + righ,tinsert(neu&, first(w R)) 13

endif 14

WL +- rightinsert(wL, fir.~t(w R)) 15

wR ~ rest(w R) 16

endfor 17

if y # () then /* c evaluated to true 18

at least once */

07Jt +- LJ(r, y) 19

new~s +- corzcat(p(ir, y), rest(i?s)) 20

else 21

out ~ ($(x, ne’w/G) 22

new& + rest(&) 23

endif 24

return concat(out, list–trav(new&, new/G ) ) 25

endif 26

The key to understanding this algorithm is the effect of

the for loop (lines 9 through 17). Think of this loop as

moving a cursor through ~~. A’t each step, the cursor

is positioned at some element in ~G; w L is the Sublist

of fG to the left of the cursor and w R is the Sublist to

the right of the cursor including the element under the

cursor (which we will refer to as the cursor element) as

shown in Figure 1.3 Depending upon the test c (line

10), the cursor element (first(w R) in the program) is

either moved to nedG ( j alse case) or transformed and

placed on y (true case). After the for loop, the list

new.?G contains only those cursor elements in ~G for

which c evaluated to false, i.e., the elements that were

under the cursor when c evaluated to true are deleted. If

c never evaluates to true, y is the empty list and new~G

is exactly &. Note that c stays set to first(&).

‘L~-
WR

cursor

Figure 1:

So, after the for loop we have one of two cases:

3The two sublists w, L and w, R allow position dependent

selections to be performed. For example, if we want to select the

last e]ement in & We Can set C to ~(Z,WL, W~) r.?St(W~) = ().
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1

2.

c evaluated to true at least once in the for loop:

The list y is then the accumulation of ~ applied for

every c is true case. This list is input to w and p

along with z (the first element of &). The output

list is set to the result of w, and newps is set to the

result of p prepended to rest(-ts) (lines 19,20).

c evaluated to false at every step in the for loop

(or t~ was empty and the loop was never entered):

The list y is then the empty list and newfG is .!?G.

The output list is set to the result of the default

function, 6, applied to x and new~G, and new& is

set to rest(?s) (lines 22,23).

Finally, the recursive I ist–trm: call on newls and neu~~G

is appended to the output list (line 25).

Example 3.1 Consider the problem of removing

duplicates from a list t. The result of duplicate removal

from ? can be expressed as li$t–trCL~c,T,u)p,6 (~, ~) where

the behavior parameters, denoted collectively as rdup,

are:

C : A(T, WI,,WR)Z = f~rd(~lR), T : A(X, WI, ,WR)(),

w : A(x, y) cons(~, ()), p : A(z, Y) (), and
6: A(xz) ()

For example, if L = (a, b, a, b, c, a), then list-trav,~~P(~, t)

= (a, b, c). For this list-trav operation, the parameters

~, p and 6 always return empty lists. At each step of the

iteration on fs, the condition c is evaluated whereby the

first element of /s, say z, is compared with each element

in /G. If at least one element in ~G matches $, then all

of the elements in ~G that are equal to x are deleted and

x is added to the output list as a result of U. Note that

the variable y in the program is a list containing the

result, of ~ evahlated for each element in /G satisfying c.

So, since r always returns an empty list in this example,

y is a list containing as many empty lists as the number

of elements that matched z. If there are no elements

in ?G that match .x, then z is a duplicate occurrence

of some element and z is not added to the output list

(since 6 returns the empty list). Since p always returns

an empty list, no elements are ever inserted in &. Fig-

ure 2 shows the contents of the argument lists ~s and ?G

for each recursive ~, along with the value of a during

each recursion and each out value prepended to the final

result of the recursive calls (line 25). ■

Example 3.2 .4s another example, consider the problem

of reformatting a list of elements into groups of identical

elements. For example, given the list (a, b, u,, b, c, a,),

construct the list ((a, a, a), (b, b), (c)). This can be

expressed as list–travqrOUP (/, P), where / is the input

step x es tG Out

o a (a, b, a,b, c, a) (a, b,a, b, c, a) (a)

1 b (b, a, b, c, a) (b, b, C) (b)

2 a (a, b, c, a) (c) ()

3 b (b, c, a) (c) ()

4 c (c, a) (c) (c) ‘

5 a (a) () ()

6 () ()

Figure 2:

list and group refers to the following set of behavior

parameters.

c: A(Z, WI,, UIR)T = f~rSt(WR), T : A(Z, WL,UJR )X,

w : A(z, y) cons(y, ()), p : A(z, g) (), and d : ~(.~,;) ().

The main difference between this list–trav and the one

in the previous example is that the result of w is a list

containing the list of all occurrences of the element being

mat ched. ■

The p argument of list–trav in the last two examples

always returned an empty list and thus no elements were

inserted into the first input, list. The results of ~’ or

6, at any step in the computation, are moved to the

output list but not used in the rest of the computation.

Many problems, such as transitive closure of a relation,

require intermediate results to be available for further

computation. The following example illustrates the use

of p in formulating such queries.

Example 3.3 Given a list of tuples denoting parent-

child relationships, the descendants of a given element,

say d, can be determined as follows. Let t denote the list

containing the parent-child tuples. We first construct

the list containing all the tuples of the form [d, z], by

applying lis-trav~.leCt ( (d), /), where select is defined

as the parameter functions:

Let 4’ denote the list obtained above. Now, the

descendants can be computed by applying [i.~t–travde,c

to (/, /?) where desc is defined as follows:

c : A(Z, wL, WR) Tz(l’) ~7Fl(.first(u~R)),

‘r : ~(z, to L,w R) mktUP(ml(Z), ~2(~irst(UR))),

w : A(z,g) con, s(.~, ()), p : A(z,y) y, and

c! : A(z,2) cons(.z, ()).

Finally duplicates can be removed as shown in Exam-

ple 3.1. ■
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3.3 Further Examples

\Ve define several interesting operations in terms of the

lis-trouoperator. We show how each operation can

be simulated by defining the corresponding behavior

parameters, c, r, w, p and 6. For convenience we

will denote any LP expression that is of the form

A(zl,..., Xn ) (), as ~. Observe that when c is set to jalse

the parameters r, J and p are irrelevant and list–trav

behaves like a map operation applying 6 during the

traversal.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Singleton Product: liSt–trUV.Prod

c : A(X,7[II,, WR} false, 7: ~, W:d> P:4>

6: A(x, z) if 2 = () then ()

else ccms(rnktup(jirst( z), z), ())

Example: Let PI = (z, y, z) and e2 = (a), then

~iSt-traVspTod(?l, ?2) = ([a, x], [a,!/], [a! ‘])0

Note that since c is always jcdse, no elements are

ever deleted from ?2 and hence the z variable in d is

always bound to f2.

Cartesian Product: !ist–tra~~..d

Ezample: Let /1 = (a, b) and tz = (x, y, z), then

(t’t$t-tr~t)prod(t~,/2) =
([a, x], [a, y], [a, z], [b, z], [b, y], [b, z]).

list-travlr,. (P, 1) produces a list that is the reverse

of P.

Append:

append(ll, 12) ‘~f

i.f (il = ()) then 12 else list–travaPP(tl, 12), where

1t ‘t—travapp is defined as follows:
c: A(Z, wI,, WR) WI,= (),

~ : ~(~,~/]L,!l~R) first(?~~R), U : ~(~,y) ~,

p : A(x, y) cons(x, ()), f5 : J(T,2)cons(z, ())

Exfl,m.pie: PI = (a,, b, c) and 12 = (d, e, ~) then

append(?l, /2) = (d, e, f, a, b, c).

Ezample: Let L = ((a), (b), (b, c,d), (), (a, a), (d)),

then Iis-travfiat(t, ()) = (a, b, b, c, d, a, a, d).

6.

7.

4

In

Length-Comparison: iist–trmi.-~~~~,,

c: A(Z, WL, WR)WL= (), T: @, Lb’:@, p: 0,

6: A(z, z)cons(z, ())

Given two lists P1 and lz, ~~s~–t~~~;ts–[onger(fl, ~2 )

returns a non-empty list if ?1 is greater in length

than /2 and an empty list otherwise.

Integer Division: ~iS-trUV&v

~ : ~(~, WL, WR) iist–tra?~ts-[~n~e.(~, WL) # (),

~ : ~($,WL,WR) first(W R),

u : A(z, y) i! y = z then cons(jirst(y), ()) elseo,

p : A(z, y)cons(z, ()), 6: q

Given two lists f?l and /2 where PI contains a list

cent aining the unar y represent at ion of a number

nl and k2 contains the unary representation of n2,

liSt–trUV&U (I?l, t2 ) returns the result of performing

the integer division of n2 by nl. For example,

if 11 = ((1,1)) and l?2 = (1,1,1,1,1,1,1), then

~ist-travd~u(~~,~z) = (1,1, 1). However, if the

divisor is O, i.e., i?l = (()), lZst–tral)d,V will return

O, i.e., the empty list.

Complexity of the LP language

this section, we will show that the LP language

characterizes the class of PTIME generic list-object

functions. We begin with a simple lemma.

Lemma 1 Let e be an LP expression. Then c M o

gene~ic list- ob~ect function4. (The proof is by simple

structural induction on e.)

The proof that ,CP is a subset of the PTILIE (generic)

list-object functions involves two list measures: size and

maxlength. Let d be a domain element of type a.

size(d) = I fl(d) 1, if d is of type 1?

= 2 + ~~=1 size(t, ),

if d= (tl, . . ..tk) V

d = [tl,..., tk], k ~ O

nzazlength, (d) = I p(d) 1, if d is of type B

= rnac(k, mazlgi<k(rn.axlengtl?( t,))),

if d= (tl, . . ..tk) V

d= [tl,..., tk], k> O

The measures size and mazlength can be extended to

instances in the obvious way. Obviously mazlength (d) <

size(d). Because we work with non-recursive data

4For simplicity, we overload the notation e to also denote

the list-object function defined by the semantics of Lr for the

expression e.
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types, the rnazlength measure is also polynomially re-

lated to the size measure. In particular, for each LP

type a, there exist constants aa ~ 1, ba > 1 and

CO ~ 1 such that for all d in Dorn(a), size(d) <

aa(m,axlen,gth, (d))~~ + co. (The constant b~ is essen-

tially determined by the (fixed) height of type a.)

Proposition 1 Let e be an LP ezpresston. There eztsts

a polynomial p, that governs the t~me complexity of

e, z.e., for every valtd znput de to e, Time(e(d,)) <

pe(size(de)).

Proofi (Sketch) Note that the proposition is clearly

valid if e is a list–trau-free LP expression. Next, we

observe the following important property of list–trav-

free expressions.

Lemma 2 Let e’ be a list–trav-free expression. Then,

there exzsts a constant k,! such that for every valid input

de, to e’, zf e’(de,) is defined then mazlength(e’(de, )) <

rnaxlength(de, ) + ke,. (The intuition behind the proof

of this lemma is that each of the subexpressions of e’

either decreases the maxlength measure or at most adds

a constant (independent of de, ) to this measure. Notice

that first, rest, and r decrease the maxlength while

cons and mktup increase the maxlength by a constant. )

Lemma 2, the semantics of the list-traverse operation,

and a simple complexity argument imply the following:

Lemma 3 Let lt be a list–trav-operatzon. Then, there

extsts a polynomial plt that governs the sue of the input

arguments to subsequent (recursive) invocations of lt,

i.e., for each pair of valtd input lists & and lG to

lt, the sizr of the input arguments to subsequent lt

operations is bounded from above by pit (si.ze(ls, & ) ).

(The intuition behind the proof of this lemma is

that the “c evaluated to true at least once” case

(and hence the concatenation of the result of p to

IY!St(& )) can occur at mOSt ~ength(~G ) times and /G

can only decrease in size between recursive invocations

of list–trav. Consider the state of the variables x and

y at line 20 of the list–trav algorithm (in this case c

evaluated to true at least once). As a consequence of

Lemma 2, the semantics of rnaxlength, and the fact

that p and r are list–trav-free, it can be shown that

mo.zlength,(p(z, g)) < rnazlength(maxel (ts), tG) + k,

where k is a constant independent of !S and (?G, and

maxel (ls) is the first element of /s with the maximum

mazlength measure. Using these observations and an

inductive argument based on the maximum number of

times p can be invoked, we can show that the maxlength

of the first argument of any intermediate list–t rav call

is bound by a polynomial on the maxlength of the

original inputs ~s and &. Because of the polynomial

relationship between size and mazlength, the size of

the first argument can increase only polynomially.)

By using Lemma 3 and appropriate structural induction

on e, the proof of the proposition becomes routine.

Lemma 3 is truly at the heart of this proof. It is

this lemma which exercises the control that limits the

growth rate of intermediate data over which list–trav

operations recurse to a polynomial. 9

Next we establish that each PTIh’IE generic list-object

function can be expressed by an LP expression. ~Ve first

establish the following technical lemma.

Lemma 4 Let A/lf be a polynomial time TM computing

the list functLon f in the context of an encoding

functzon p. Then, there exzsts an ,CP expression Mf (LP)

which emulates AZf. Furthermore, the tiime complexity

associated wtth A’lf (LP) is polynornhally related to that

of l?.lf .

ProoE (Sketch). The Jff simulation can be expressed

in terms of list–trav,w (/1, t2 ), where the list PI contains

the configuration of kff at each step and the list [2

serves as the “clock” that controls the number of steps.

(Details of the expression list-travM are omitted.) The

list /1 is a singleton list which contains an element of

the form [sla, (al, a2, . . ..an). (a_l, a_2, . . ..a_m)]. The

interpret at ion of this element is as follows: Lff is in

state s with a under the read/write head, al, az, . . . . an

lie to the right of the read/write head (reading left

to right) and a_l, a_2, . . ..a_~ lie to the left of the

read/write head (reading right to left). That is, the

tape holds a- ~... a_2a_1aa 1a,.,. an with the portions

to the left of a –m and to the right of an containing the

# symbol.

If p = ank + b is the polynomial that governs the

time complexity of ibff, then we can construct an Lp

expression that produces a list 12 such that size (12 ) = p.

The action of list–travM (Ll, l?2) is to simulate &lf’s

behavior by changing /1. The list PI is output when

list–travM terminates, which occurs either when a halt

state is reached or when /2 becomes empty. We can

then examine the first field to determine if &ff reached

a final state in which case the third field will represent

the output of Mf. ■
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Proposition 2 Let f be a PTIME generic list-object

function. There exzsts an CP expression ef such that ef

defines f.

Proofi (Sketch) We first make the following observa-

tions about generic functions.

Lemma 5 For any domam element d let u(d) denote

the set of atomic elements appearing in d. If f is a

gen,ertc list-object function,, then, a(j(d)) ~ u(d).

Lemma 6 Let f be a generic last-object function and

let A/I be a ‘hrmg Machine computing f relative to p

(an encoding function from L/ to {O, l}*). Constder a

dzfferent encoding function u from L/ to {O, l}*. A4 also

computes f relatwe to v.

Lemma 5 essentially states that generic functions are

also domam preserving, i.e., they do not invent new

values while Lemma 6 states that their computations

cannot depend upon a particular encoding. The proofs

of these lemmas are straightforward (see Hull and Su

[HS93]). JVe now give the sketch of the proof for

Proposition 2.

Let p be a fixed encoding of U. Since t is a

polynomial time generic list-object function, there exists

a polynomial TM .Mf that computes f. This means

that for each legal input argument d to f we have

that ~%ff(p”(d)) = /L*(f(d)). Since .CP expressions

can involve the (basic) type D, and therefore also its

associated enumerable domain L/, we need to consider

encoding U-elements into words over {O, 1}* according

to the encoding function p. Unfortunately, the encoding

function p is not associated with an LP expression, and

therefore we can not hope to accomplish this encoding

directly in ,CP.

However, since f is a generic list-object function, by

Lemma 6 it will suffice to use a suitable encoding

function p’ which depends on the given input d. This is

accomplished by following a strategy similar to that in

Hull and Su [HS93]. We first scan the flattened version

of the input d for all the unique atomic elements and

then build a dzcttonary encoding these, using lists of

lists such as (()), ((), ()), etc., to represent the TM

alphabet symbols. So, we can effectively compute the

behavior off on d by first applying Mf (,CP) to d encoded

according to this dictionary and then mapping back

the result. Lemma 5 guarantees that the dictionary is

sufficient to unmap the result. ■

5 Increasing the complexity of LP

In the definition of the lis-trav function, we did

not allow the use of list–trav within r and p. This

restriction is very crucial to the .CP ~ P result. At

each step in the iist–trav iteration, the result of p is

concatenated to the first argument of list-trav. The

growth rate of this argument is limited to a polynomial

factor by the aforementioned restriction. JVithout

this restriction, one can express computations that are

beyond PTIME as illustrated by the following example.

Let 11 be the list ((a)) and PZ a list containing n number

of elements. Then, Jist–trav .ZP(PI, l?z), defined below,

will produce a list cent aining 2n elements. The use of

list–trav.PP (defined in Section 3.3) in p causes doubling

of the first element of /1 at every step.

List types that are supported by Cp do not allow

heterogeneous lists. If the language were extended to

support recurszve types that allowed heterogeneous lists,

i.e., lists with elements of different types, then LP would

no longer be within PTIME. For example, it would be

possible to compute cons(x, ~) in such a setting. Thus,

cons((a), (a)) would return ((a), a). It would then be

possible to express an exponential function as follows:

6 Conclusions

We have presented a language for querying databases

supporting list-based complex objects and shown that

it expresses precisely the PTIME generic functions on

these objects. The key to limiting the expressive power

of this language was to use a tightly controlled recur-

sion scheme. There are many interesting possibilities

for further research. We would like to investigate e fur-

ther syntactic restrictions on CO, that would allow the

characterization of other interesting classes of queries,

such as, LOGSP.4CE. We are also interested in seeing

how the current framework can be modified to obtain a

charact erizat ion for bag-generic queries. Traversal over

ordered sets has been used to obtain a characterization

of the PTIME queries over flat relations by many re-

searchers. It would be interesting to see if iteration over

lists can be used to obtain a similar characterization

over bags.
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The technique used here to control the iteration scheme

relies on separating the simple map type of recursion,

wherein intermediate results are not available for further

processing, from the fixpoint type of recursion by using

different parameters in the list–trav construct and then

placing a simple restriction on the parameters involving

the latter type of recursion. .4 disadvantage of this ap-

proach is that several parameters are required making

the list–trav construct fairly complex. We are investi-

gating ways of simplifying the iteration scheme by using

only the latter type of recursion. In our opinion, this

would require more syntactic restrictions on the types

of computations that can be performed within the re-

cursion and also on the number of levels of recursion

to remain within PTIME. Finally, we are interested in

comparing the results presented here to other character-

izations of polynomial time functions, such as Bellantoni

and Cook’s [BC92] recursion-theoretic characterization

and Leivant and Marion’s [LM93] lambda calculus char-

acterization.
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